WYLER AG declares hereby under the sole responsibility that the product

Name: BlueCLINO and BlueCLINOHP
Description: precise inclination measurement instrument
Part Numbers: 018Fxxxx-yyzz *)
*) F = with Bluetooth
xxxx = casematerial
yy = magnetic inlets and where they placed
zz = inclination range

has been submitted to a conformity assessment and fulfils the essential requirements of the following European directives and complies with the following harmonized standards or other normative documents

2014/53/EU RED (Radio Equipment Directive)
ETSI EN 300328 V2
EN 301 489-17 V2.2.1 Electromagnetic compatibility and Radio spectrum Matters (ERM) ; EMC standard für radio equipment ; Part 17 : Specific conditions for Broadband Data Transmission Systems
ICES-003 :2016 Information Technology Equipment (Including Digital Apparatus) – Limits and Methods of MEasurement
IEC 62368-1 :2014 Audio/Video, information and communication technology equipment
Part1 : Safety requirements
2014/30/EU EMC (electro magnetic compatibility)
EN 61326-1 :2013 Electrical equipment for measurement, control and laboratory use
IEC 61326-1:2012 EMC requirements
2015/863/EU RohS III (restriction of hazardous substances)
EN 50581 :2012 Technical documentation for the assessment of electrical and electronic products with respect of the restriction of hazardous substances

The authorized person to compile the technical file and issue the declaration of conformity:

Name / Position: Heinz E. Hinnen / CEO
Signature:

Place and date of issue: Winterthur, 10. Dezember 2018